An efficient decoding algorithm named 'divided decoder' is proposed in this paper. Divided decoding can be combined with any decoder using QR-decomposition and offers different pairs of performance and complexity. Divided decoding provides various combinations of two or more different searching algorithms. Hence it makes flexibility in error rate and complexity for the algorithms using it. We calculate diversity orders and upper bounds of error rates for typical models when these models are solved by divided decodings with sphere decoder, and discuss about the effects of divided decoding on complexity. Simulation results of divided decodings combined with a sphere decoder according to different splitting indices correspond to the theoretical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
To obtain high data rate and spectral efficiency, communication systems require a detector the error rate of which is as close to that of the maximum likelihood (ML) solution as possible with a tolerable complexity. In most cases the additive noise vector is assumed to be Gaussian with mean zero-vector and detecting original signal from a received signal turns into solving an integer least-squares problem. This paper proposes a method solving the integer least-squares where D is a set of n-dimensional complex vectors whose real and imaginary parts are integers (or discrete numbers), x is an m-dimensional complex vector, and H is an m×n complex matrix.
The exact solution of (1) is ML solution when x−Hs is an m×1 Gaussian random vector whose mean is 0 m×1 . The brute-force search visits all the points of D, which makes the complexity grow exponentially in n. Sphere decoding (SD) [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , a depth first tree search within a sphere which can shrink with each new candidate during search process, is known to find the exact solution of (1) but reduce considerably the complexity so that it finds very often the solution within real time when the brute-force search can not. The efficient search strategies [6] , [7] , [8] are employed by both real and complex sphere decoders [9] . Usually before starting search process SD calculates the initial radius but, as noted in [9] , when Schnorr-Euchner [8] strategy is used the radius of the Babai point [3] is enough for good start of search and the time required for the initial radius estimation is saved. The expected complexity of SD is known to be approximately polynomial for a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and numbers of antennas [10] , [11] . But it still depends on SNR and has more portion of high ordered terms in the dimension of the vector in search.
Algorithms finding near ML solutions with the advantage of complexity reduction have been suggested for recent decades. Among them, the M-algorithm combined with QR-decomposition (QRD-M) ( [12] , [13] ) has performance almost the same as ML when the value of M is not less than the constellation number. For fixed M, the computation amount of QRD-M is independent of SNR and the condition number of channel matrices, and is polynomial in the dimension of the vector to be searched. But, for almost the same performance the expected computation amount of SD is much less than that of QRD-M though the maximum computation amount of SD is more than two times of the maximum computation amount of QRD-M [14] . Detection with the aid of lattice reduction (LR) is another approach: LR helps SD to reduce the complexity [3] when the channel matrix is ill-conditioned and aids linear detection or successive interference cancelation (SIC) to have better performances [15] , [16] , [17] . Though, checking the validity of every searched point adds computational load and calculating Log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is still burdensome for the LR aided detections. Fixed-complexity sphere decoder [18] (FSD) is SD within a subset of the domain to be searched and visits only a fixed number of lattice points.
FSD with a proper restricted domain has a near ML performance with a fixed complexity for each set of m, n and constellation.
Nulling and cancelling with optimal orderings, i.e. zero-forcing with ordered successive interference cancellation (ZF-OSIC) and minimum mean square error with ordered successive interference cancellation (MMSE-OSIC), [19] are sorts of standards and give bases for developing advanced decoding algorithms. ZF-OSIC and MMSE-OSIC both are performed efficiently and have computation amount reduced by employing QR-decomposition (QRD) or sorted QRD (SQRD) [20] . Nulling and cancellings and near ML algorithms above perform QRD before searching process. (Instead of QRD Cholesky decomposition is frequently used.) In practice, ZF-OSIC and MMSE-OSIC are available in error rate sense for higher modulations than QPSK when the number of transmit streams is no more than 4. If the number of transmit streams is more than 4 with high modulation, decoding algorithms performing in real time with lower error rate than nulling and cancellings are required. To support this requirement, we propose a simple method called 'divided decoding' which utilizes the properties of the resultant matrices of QRD (or Cholesky decomposition) and combines with any given searching algorithms. Divided decoding can provide various modifications or combinations of searching algorithms which are known or to be appeared.
The remainder is composed of five sections as follows. In Section II we describe a basic system model to solve. In Section III we introduce the idea of divided decoding and the possible combination forms of the divided decoding and other algorithms. Section IV provides diversity orders and upper bounds of the error probabilities for some typical models by summing up pairwise error probabilities when the divided decoding is combined with SD, and a discussion of complexity reduction effects of the divided decoding. Section V presents simulation results supporting the analyses in section IV by showing the way of transitions of bit error rate (BER) and complexity curves versus SNR according to the splitting index set, and compares divided decodings based on SD with Lenstra Lenstra and Lovász (LLL) LR [21] aided SIC's. In Section VI there is a conclusion.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
An original signal vector s belong to D, a finite subset of an n dimensional lattice, passes through a channel and is measured as an m dimensional vector x, then the relation of s and x is modeled by
where H is an m × n channel matrix whose distribution is arbitrary and the elements of n are assumed to be independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex normal variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 . Usually, for q−QAM constellations D is the Cartesian product of n copies of q lattice points.
(1) is the ML solution of (2) . (2) is transformed to a real system, if the decoding algorithm used is based on real number calculations.
To describe the algorithm we propose, we need the following notation: The sub matrix composed of the elements in rows a through b of columns c through d of a matrix A is denoted
When v is a column vector, the sub-vector composed of the elements in rows
III. DIVIDED DECODING

A. The Idea of Divided decoding
First, H is decomposed into QR by QRD where Q is a m × n matrix of orthonormal columns which is the first m × n partial matrix of a unitary matrix and R is an n × n uppertriangular matrix with non-negative diagonal entries. QR is called the thin factorization of H.
To improve the performance of the algorithm presented below, either the columns of H are reordered in increasing order of the Euclidean norm before QRD or H is decomposed by sorted QRD (SQRD) which is a QRD intervened by sorting process of columns. SQRD is found in [20] .
SQRD is more effective for performance improvement and we use SQRD in the followings. We let y = Q * x and z = Q * n where Q * is the conjugate transpose of Q. Then (2) is reformulated
where z is statistically equivalent to n i.e. the elements of z are i.i.d. circularly symmetric complex normal variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 . For any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, the inner product of ith and jth columns of R is equal to the inner product of ith and jth columns of H.
Hence the SNR for each symbol of s is unchanged.
The simplest version of divided decoding is as follows: i) For any i 0 (1 ≤ i 0 < n), let (3) be split into
where 

 is an approximate solution of (1).
Method (i) is extended as follows: ii) (3) is split into more than two equations. Given
We find s k+2 , denoted byŝ k+2 , minimizing y k+2 − R k+2 s k+2 2 . Starting from f = k + 1,
repeatedly with decreasing f one by one until f = 1. Consequently, we obtainŝ 1 , . . . ,ŝ k+2 .
is an approximate solution of (1) . (2) is a real version of the original complex system) then the above method is the same as ZF-OSIC. As the number of split equations is increasing, the computation amount decreases but the error rate increases.
B. Divided decoding with Quasi MMSE extension
As described in [20] , the MMSE filter outputs M M SE is reformulated bỹ
whereH andx areH
We can reconstruct an extended system of (2) as follows:
 andn is assumed to be a Gaussian noise vector. We ignore −σs and regard it as a noise vector.
Instead of H, perform SQRD onH to obtainH =QR and multiply (8) byQ * to obtain y =Rs +z
whereȳ =Q * x andz =Q * n . If we searchŝ M = min s∈D ȳ −Rs 2 by SD thenŝ M is a near ML solution which has almost negligible performance loss in comparison with ML solution.
Quasi MMSE extension is a generalization of MMSE extension as follows [22] :
where ǫ is a positive real number.
The performances ofŝ ǫ for several ǫ's and the effects of Quasi MMSE extension on closest point search in complexity are described in [22] .
the performance ofŝ ǫ for low SNR range is better thanŝ (ML solution) but the complexity required to findŝ ǫ by using SD is far lower than that to findŝ. This scenario is expected to be right for other ǫ's between 0 and 1.0. For 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ √ 2ŝ ǫ has almost the same BER withŝ, and as ǫ increases within at least √ 3 the computation amount decreases.
By SQRD onH ǫ we obtainH ǫ =Q ǫRǫ and get
Althoughz ǫ contains the unknown signal s,z ǫ is assumed to be a Gaussian noise vector with ǫσs ignored.ŝ ǫ = min s∈D ȳ ǫ −R ǫ s 2 andŝ ǫ can be found by SD. (11) can be divided in the same way as (5) and approximate solutions toŝ ǫ can be obtained by searching all the sub-vectors.
C. Hybrid Algorithms via Divided decoding
Various combinations of two or more detection algorithms can be employed to find solutions after splitting equations (3), (9), (11) 
IV. ERROR PROBABILITY AND COMPLEXITY
A. Error probability
It is well-known that MMSE-SIC or MMSE-OSIC, which is the original version and not the modified version of back substitution via transforming the channel matrix into a triangular one, can achieve the capacity of a given system [23] . Back substitution after MMSE-SQRD or SQRD of H and multiplyingQ * or Q * can not avoid some information loss due to ignoring strictly upper triangular part at each decision step and fails to achieve the capacity of the system. But the difference presented in BER curves of the former and the latter is small, because the degree of freedom at each step of decision which is related to the diversity order is an important factor of the error rate and the two have the same degree of freedom at each decision.
Divided decoding with nontrivial split can not achieve the capacity of a given system. Even in the case that the search algorithm for each sub-vector has ML performance, divided decoding with nontrivial split has information loss. The total achievable rate of method (ii) is
where P f is the covariance matrix of
There is information loss related to R[1 :
An upper bound of the error probability of a system can be obtained via the union bound of each pairwise probability, i.e. the average error rate of (1) is
denotes the expectation over s and P (s → s ′ ) the probability that s is mistaken for a different vector s ′ . For each fixed (or estimated at the receiver) H
when we use a detector finding the ML solution. We let Q(α) :
If we use the divided decoding which splitting (3) into the form (5) with k ≥ 0 then for each sub-vector s f the pairwise probability
, and for f < k + 2,
We have
because the middle of the distribution ofỹ f , which is the mean ofỹ f , under the condition
Thus, we have the following inequality.
Proposition 1:
For fixed H, the error probability P err for the divided decoding (5) satisfies that
where D f is the n f dimensional subset of D.
Proof: P err ≤ k+2 f =1 P err,f where P err,f is the error probability in searching s f . And,
by the above argument.
To find the average error probability or its bound, when the channel matrix is not fixed but has some specific properties, we need the following lemma. 1) Q and R are independent random matrices.
2) The distribution of Q is invariant under left-multiplication by any m × m unitary matrix, i.e., Q has an isotropic distribution.
3) Considering the split form (5) and the notation ofR f = R[i f −2 + 1 :
for each 1 ≤ f ≤ k + 2,R f has the same distribution as the upper triangular matrix obtained from the QRD of H f andR * fR f has the same distribution as H * f H f where
. . .
where A d = B denotes that A has the same distribution as B.
Proof: The proof of this lemma stems from the proof of Lemma 1 of [10] and the results of [24] , and to prove item 3) we add some process and statements.
Q is the partial matrix composed of the first n columns of an m × m unitary matrix Q 0 where
. Q 0 and R are independent and Q 0 is isotropically distributed, by Lemma 1 of [10] . Thus 1) and 2) are immediately followed.
Since the columns of H are independent, the probability that H has full column rank is 1.
The columns of any sub-matrix G of H are independent and G has full column rank with probability 1. Therefore, the upper triangular matrix with nonnegative diagonal entries which constitutes QRD of G is unique and the thin QRD of G with the diagonal entries of the upper triangular matrix nonnegative is unique, where {G} ∋ H. From now on the diagonal entries of the triangular matrix of a QRD are non-negative. Let
where Q 1 is m × m unitary and T 1 i 0 × i 0 upper triangular. Applying Q * 1 to the full H we have
by the rotational invariance of the columns of H.
n f ] is QR decomposed asH
unitary and T f is n f × n f upper triangular. Now, we have
We have, with probability 1,
andR f = T f for all 1 ≤ f ≤ k + 2. By the rotational invariance, this concludes the third statement.
Even when sorting columns intervenes during QR-decomposition, Lemma 1 is verified. Now, if
H is a random matrix satisfying the condition of Lemma 1, we have
and the following result.
Theorem 1:
If random matrix H is under the condition of Lemma 1 then the average error probability P err for the divided decoding (5) satisfies
and if h f := vec(H f )
1 has a multi-dimensional complex normal distribution with mean 0 and
where
T denotes the transpose, ⊗ means the Kronecker product, and | · | the determinant of a matrix.
Proof: First, (18) is proved as follows:
Secondly, adopting the approach of [25] , by the Chernoff bound we have Q . . . 
are independent and the density function p χ 2
. Hence we get
Since
, the second inequality of (19) is obviously true.
Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 can be generalized when we use a divided decoding to find
n × r matrix X from m × r matrix Y such that
where the entries of E are independent complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero and
, D be the domain that X belongs to, D f the domain that X f belongs to.
Proposition 2:
For fixed H, the error probability P err in detecting X by using divided decoding with each sub-matrix X f found by a detector searching ML point satisfies that
Proof: P err ≤ k+2 f =1 P err,f where P err,f is the error probability in searching X f . And the remainder is similar to that of Proposition 1.
Theorem 2:
Proof: The proof is a simple extension of the proof of Theorem 1.
If we assume vec(H)
and we have
Hence, we get
and the diversity order of P err,f is d f . The diversity order of P err = k+2 f =1 P err,f is a combination of {d f } k+2 f =1 . When (3) (or (11), more generally (21)) is split according to both {i 0 , . . . , i k } and {j 0 , . . . , j k } and all sub-vectors detected by a ML decoder, for example SD; even if the set of the sub-vector sizes are equal i.e.
f =1 , the diversity-orders and errorrates of the two are different and significantly different for many cases. On the other hand, the complexities of the two are not so different, which will be explained with simulation results in the next section. and the sets of sub-vector sizes of these two are equal to {1, n − 1}. But then we have
and
This example shows that P err ({i 0 }) has larger diversity order and is at the same time much 
, then the index set {i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i k } letting {n f } be n 1 ≤ n 2 ≤ · · · ≤ n k+2 is the best choice, i.e. it makes the error rate and the complexity least at the same time.
The reasoning of this choice letting the complexity least under fixed {n f } k+2 f =1 is that the error propagation from the sub-vectors previously found is least at each step of searching a present sub-vector solution by SD and the complexity of SD depends on SNR and the sub-vector size.
B. complexity
To see roughly the gain in complexity; if we use the full search algorithm then the number of multiplications required for the computation except QRD is 2n(n + 3)q n for q−QAM con-stellation, but if we apply a divided decoding which splits a signal vector into k ones of equal size and detects each sub-vector by full search then the number of multiplications required is
. If we apply (4) with full search then the number of multiplications required is 2(n − i 0 )(n − i 0 + 3)q n−i 0 + 4i 0 (n − i 0 ) + 2i 0 (i 0 + 3)q i 0 . The exponent of q depends on the sub-vector sizes. After QRD, if the mother search algorithm's complexity is f (n) and depends only on n then the complexity of the divided decoding with k splits of equal size is
for real systems) and the complexity of applying (4) is
kf (n/k) and f (i 0 ) + f (n − i 0 ) multiplications are required for search, and 2n 2 (k − 1)/k and 4i 0 (n − i 0 ) multiplications are for cancelling.
If a given search algorithm after QRD has its complexity f (n) only dependent on the size n of the vector searched then the complexity of divided decoding based on the search algorithm is obtained by simple calculation as follows:
The complexity of divided decoding according to splitting index set {i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i k } with sub-vector size set
where A (n j ) 
.
Proof: For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 2, divided decoding based on the search algorithm A findŝ s j from the following equationỹ
The elements of z j are i.i.d. with circularly symmetric complex normal variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 .R j has the same distribution as the upper triangular matrix obtained from
] from Lemma 1. Therefore the complexity required for findingŝ j is f (n j , m − i j−2 , σ 2 ). By summing up f (n j , m − i j−2 , σ 2 ) over j and
The expected complexity for SD of Finke and Pohst under Rayleigh channel estimated in [10] depends on {n, m, σ 2 }. (We omit the constellation number which also have an effect on the expected complexity since we only focus on the alterations and effects via divided decoding.)
From the estimated formula the expected complexity of SD is more dependent on n than m. The expected complexity of SD with Schnorr-Euchner's strategy is known to be less than Finke and
Pohst's in practical experiment because the Schnorr-Euchner's starts with closer point to the ML point. The sphere radius determined by the first point (which is the ZF-SIC solution) of SchnorrEuchner's search is efficient because it does not need any extra calculation. The estimation in [10] is an upper bound of the expected complexities for SD of Schnorr-Euchner and other advanced SD's. The expected complexity calculated in [10] is a summation of terms taking the form of a combinatorial number multiplied by γ(a,
where k varies from 1 to n and a depends on m and SNR. The expected complexity of SD grows exponentially in n but the formula proposed in [10] describes that the complexity is approximately cubic in n for mid to high SNR and some range of m and n. It is hard to find the 
a is proportional to m/(1 + β · SNR) for some constant β, and the number of constituent terms of the expected complexity strongly depends on n. The dependency of SD's complexity on m is much less than the size n of the vector searched. For mid to low SNR range, the slope of complexity versus SNR is very steep for n ≥ 4 and increases as n does. Divided decoding mitigates the slope increase since the combinatorial terms are summed up only within the sizes of sub-vectors to obtain the complexity.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We generate H so that the entries of it have i.i. , m = 8, SNR = E b /N 0 . E b denotes the average energy per bit arriving at the receiver. We compare the BER curves of some typical cases and their complexities at once. The algorithm finding each sub-vector is SD and the enumeration method used in SD is the Schnorr-Euchner's. The complexity is computed by the number of multiplications required to find solution except QRD. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the BER and complexity curves versus SNR of Example 1. Obviously P err ({1}) ≪ P err ({7}). G ′ 2 (7)
is the dominant term in P err ({7}) and the slope of log(P err ({1})) is much larger than that of log(P err ({7})). The complexity difference between the two cases is small but as predicted in Conjecture 1 the complexity of {i 0 = 1} case is slightly less than that of {j 0 = 7} case. As noted in the previous section, the complexities of {i 0 = 1} case and {j 0 = 7} case take the form of
respectively. And the complexity is shown to be more dependent on the first factor, the sizes of sub-vectors, than the second factor, the number of rows of the sub-matrix of H corresponding to each sub-vector; though the effect of the second factor on the slope of BER curve is equivalent to the first factor's. Notice that the second factors of f of {i 0 = 1} and {j 0 = 7} cases are {8, 7} and {8, 1} respectively and that the first factors are equal to {1, 7}. Similar phenomena appear for the pairs ({i 0 = 2}, {i 0 = 6}), ({i 0 = 3}, {i 0 = 5}) in Fig.4 and Fig.5 . On the other hand, the gap of the BER's and the slopes of BER curves between the two components composing pairs ({i 0 = 1}, {i 0 = 7}), ({i 0 = 2}, {i 0 = 6}), ({i 0 = 3}, {i 0 = 5}) decreases as the index difference between the two decreases, where the index difference is equal to the difference of the two sub-vector sizes related to the pair of indices. As for complexity, Conjecture 1 is valid for limited ranges of SNR and the all curves almost coincide at high SNR range. Fig.5 shows also that the complexity decreases as the difference of the two sub-vector sizes related to {i 0 } decreases. But BER increases for fixed SNR and the slope of BER curve decreases, as i 0 increases.
In Fig.4 and BER curves of DSD applied to (9), which we call DMSD, in Fig.8 show that DMSD has better performance than DSD for each k except k = 1, when k = 1 the error rates are almost the same. The trends of BER increase and complexity decrease for DMSD appeared in Fig.8 and Fig.9 respectively are similar to DSD, but the increase and decrease rates are smaller than those of DSD. Considering both BER and complexity, DMSD with proper choice of k according to SNR range is expected to be better than LLL LR aided SIC's. Even DMSD with k = 1 has lower complexity than LLL LR aided SIC's for E b /N 0 ≥ 12dB even when the channel is block fading and steady for 10 symbol times. DMSD with k = 1 is better in complexity than LLL LR aided SIC's for E b /N 0 > 2dB when the channel is fast fading. DMSD with k ≥ 2 is obviously better in complexity than LLL LR aided SIC's, and DMSD with k ≤ 3 is no worse than LLL LR aided SIC's in error rate.
The BER curves in Fig.2, Fig.4 , Fig.6 , and 
VI. CONCLUSION
Divided decoding offers diverse pairs of error rate and complexity for a given mother algorithm which has ML performance or near ML performance. Upper bounds of error rates and diversity orders of DSD for typical system models are obtained, from which we are assured that in many cases splitting the equation in consideration according to n 1 ≤ n 2 ≤ · · · ≤ n k+2 is a best strategy when divided decoding with fixed sub-vector sizes {n f } k+2 f =1 is applied. Divided decoding controls the exponent, the number of added terms, or the bases appeared in the calculation of complexity and shows the trade-off between error rate and complexity. On the basis of this observation, we can design advanced decoding algorithms flexible in complexity and error rate by using divided decoding. We observe that DMSD is better than DSD in both error rate and complexity if we know SNR. In comparison with LLL LR aided SIC's, DMSD and DSD are outperforming in error rate and complexity if the channel varies fast, and still outperforming for wide ranges of SNR when the channel changes slow. For further studies, adaptive applications of divided decoding to given conditions need to be considered. 
